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B; Tech.
(sEM. rrD (oDD SEM.) THEORY

EXAMINATION, 2Uru.15
MATHEMATICS.III

Time : 3 Hoursl [Total Marks : 100

Note : Attempt All Questions. All Questions carry equal marks

I Attempt any four parts of the following : 5x4=20
(a) State Cauchy-Riemann theorem for an analytic function.

Test the analyticity of the following Function :

(*'-y')+i(/*,3\
.f(r)=\' 

r !:'\:' / l, if z+o andx'+y'
:0ifz:0

O) State Cauchy- integral theorem for an analytic function.
Verify this theorem by integrating the function
z3 + iz along the boundary ofthe rectangle with vertices' + 1, _1, i,. _i.

(c) Showthat thetunction u =f,tos(*' * y')isharmonic.

Find the harmonic conjugate of'u.
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tlt cos2 30(0 Evaluate the integral )i 5U".*ae

Attempt any two parts of the following :

(d) Evaluate the integral I .. 

"' ,, dZ, around the boundary
'(z+1)'

of the c,r;cle lzl : 2.

(e) Find the Taylor series expansion of the function

tatrr z about the point z=nl4

l0x2=24
(a) Find the Fourier transform of the following function

(*) : 1-x2, if lxl < I and (x) : 0, if lrl > 1

(b) Using Z - transform solve the following difference
equation

Yn*2 -(2cosu)Yn*1 * Yn = Jn with the conditions

that Yo : 5, Y1 :1.
(c) State the convolution theorem for Fourier transform.

Prove that the Fourier transform of the convolution of
the two functions equal to the product oftheir Fourier
tansforms.

Attempt any two parts of the following lOx2=20
(a) Define skewness and kurtosis of a distribution. The first

four moments of a distribution are 0, 2.5, 0.7, and
18.71. Find the coefficient of skewness and kurtosis.

O) Fit a second degree parabola to the following data:
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x I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9

v 2 6 7 8 t0 1l 8 l3 5



(c) Define coefficient of correlation and regression.

If 0 is the acute angle between the two lines of
regression then prove that

^ l-12 c* 6u
torrU= ,, ar o|+o',

where r, oy,o, have their usual meanings. Give the

significance of the formula when r:0 and r: + l.

4 Attempt any two parts of the following : l0x2=20

(a) Derive Newton - fuphson's method to find a root of
the equation (x) : 0. Prove that this method has

quadratic mnvergence.

O) ApplyNewton's dMded diference method to obtain an

interpolatory polynomial for the following data.

(c) Obtain Lagrange's Interpolatory for the following

data :

Find the values of (a) and (8.5).
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x J 5 7 9 1l 13

l{xl 31 51 17 l9 90 110

x I 3 5 7 l0

f (*) 13 31 25 37 101
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5 Attempt any two parts of the following : l0x}=20
, t l Solve the following system of linear equations using
, Gauss-seidel nnethod

, l0x + 3y + 7z: 41,
' 3x + Zoy + l7z: lol,
. x+19y+232:201,

perform three iterations.

I G) StateSimpson'sttneeigkhrule.Usingthisruleevaluate
' thefollowing integral

Ii3*
(c) Sta-te Runge-Kuftarheflio<f offourth'order. Using this

method find the valrres of y (0.2), y(0.4) anA y1O.O;

for thO following initial value iroUi.*
dy- = x3 -y3 *ith condition that y(0) = 1&
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